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With Coupon

Any purchase over $20
$5.00 OFFBreakfast 

and Lunch Not valid with other o�ers. Expires  12/31/23

Serving the Finest Breakfast and Lunches
with Exquisite Silver Settings and Luxury linens

Sticky Fingers Special 
before 10 am every Day 

3 Huge Pancakes - 3 Eggs
And Choice Of Fine Meat $7.98

15744 W National Ave • New Berlin · (262) 505-5121

Motal Kombat Legends Cage Match Action superstar Johnny Cage squares off against 
a sinister secret society that's plotting a nefarious scheme. However, the brutal fight 
against the bloodthirsty warriors of the Netherrealm is just the beginning. Warner
Strays Abandoned on the mean city streets by his lowlife owner, Doug, a naive but 
lovable dog named Reggie falls in with a fast-talking, foul-mouthed Boston Terrier and 
his gang of strays. Determined to seek revenge, Reggie and his new canine pals 
embark on an epic adventure to get him home and make Doug pay for his dirty deed. 
Universal
Justice League RWBY Super Heroes & Huntsment Part 2 After their adventure in 
Remnant cyberspace, courtesy of Kilg%re, the Justice League return to Earth. However, 
they find the Grimm have followed them and are somehow duplicating their powers. 
Bringing Black Canary up to speed, the League is forced to seek out Team RWBY for 
help. DC / Warner
Barbie Barbie and Ken are having the time of their lives in the colorful and seemingly 
perfect world of Barbie Land. However, when they get a chance to go to the real world, 
they soon discover the joys and perils of living among humans. Warner
Titans Season 4 Final Season In the final episodes, the Titans enter into an epic battle to 
save both Kory and the world…. Gar goes on a quest of self-discovery, attempting to 
find his true purpose and to save his friends…. and Rachel embraces darker powers 
while Conner, struggling with his Lex Luthor side, goes his own way to defeat 
Sebastian. DC / Warner
The Boys Season 3 Protests emerge against Homelander when a video of him killing 
two civilians surfaces. Stormfront helps Homelander regain popularity and the two 
enter a sexual relationship. Butcher plots his retirement at his Aunt Judy's house after 
failing to rescue Becca, prompting Hughie and MM to intervene. Sony
Blue Beetle Recent college grad Jaime Reyes returns home full of aspirations for his 
future, only to find that home is not quite as he left it. As he searches to find his 
purpose in the world, fate intervenes when Jaime unexpectedly finds himself in 
possession of an ancient relic of alien biotechnology: the Scarab. When the Scarab 
suddenly chooses Jaime to be its symbiotic host, he is bestowed with an incredible suit 
of armor capable of extraordinary and unpredictable powers, forever changing his 
destiny as he becomes the Super Hero Blue Beetle. Warner
Mission Impossible Dead Reckoning Part One Ethan Hunt and the IMF team must track 
down a terrifying new weapon that threatens all of humanity if it falls into the wrong 
hands. With control of the future and the fate of the world at stake, a deadly race 
around the globe begins. Confronted by a mysterious, all-powerful enemy, Ethan is 
forced to consider that nothing can matter more than the mission -- not even the lives 
of those he cares about most. Paramount
Meg 2 The Trench Jonas Taylor leads a research team on an exploratory dive into the 
deepest depths of the ocean. Their voyage spirals into chaos when a malevolent 
mining operation threatens their mission and forces them into a high-stakes battle for 
survival. Pitted against colossal, prehistoric sharks and relentless environmental 
plunderers, they must outrun, outsmart and outswim their merciless predators. Warner
Beast From Haunted Cave Special Edition Ski Troop Attack Cut-throat gangsters hatch 
a plan to rob a bank in Deadwood, South Dakota, but when one of the henchmen sets 
off an explosion in a nearby gold mine to act as a diversion for the heist, he awakens a 
blood-sucking, spider-like creature that isn’t happy about the intrusion. When a violent 
snowstorm delays the gang’s escape, things rapidly progress from bad to 
blood-curdling worse.  Special Edition Ski Troop Attack The movie concerns the actions 
of a small five-man ski patrol unit of the US Army in World War II. This recon unit is deep 
behind enemy lines in Germany during the allied drive into the Nazi heartland during 
the winter of 1944. Cut off from help, they must find a way to survive and complete 
their mission on their own. Film Detective
Paramount Scares Collection: features 5 films collected together in one big box to 
house them all side by side. Each film comes in its own amaray case that has its own 
slipcover unique to this set. Said film take a journey through Paramount’s horror 
history into different eras and genres. It starts in the 1960s with paranormal religious 
horror showcased in Rosemary’s Baby, then jumping to the 1980s with the zombie 
horror Stephen King staple Pet Sematary. Another jump goes to the 00s with a 
horror/gore-fest musical Sweeney Todd: The Demon Barber of Fleet Street. A couple 
more recent classics, survival creature feature Crawl and box office smash paranormal 
thriller Smile round out the set. All films come with a digital code. Only Rosemary’s 
Baby, Pet Sematary and Sweeney Todd include a standard Blu-ray disc companion. on 
4K Ultra-HD Blu-ray! This mega set intended to highlight horror of all different 
subgenres and eras in their history as a studio. In addition to including five films (one 
of them a MYSTERY TITLE…which is Sweeny Todd), the set also came in a nice box that 
featured some physical goodies related to the films. Armed with a collectible, 
customized to the films in this set issue of Fangoria, as well as a set of stickers and a 
enamel pin bearing the Paramount Scares logo. Paramount
Dolly Parton's Mountain Magic Christmas Dolly Parton's Mountain Magic Christmas 
follows Parton's desire to uplift an exhausted world's spirits by sharing the unique 
"mountain magic" she has always found in and around Dollywood at Christmas. 
Throughout the movie's production numbers and rehearsal chaos, Parton finds herself 
taking a private journey into her past, guided by the mysterious appearances of her 
personal Three Wise Mountain Men. When it's time for her big special to air, a renewed 
and inspired Dolly goes rogue and shows the world that the real magic of Christmas 
lies in the hearts of the children we all once were, the realization that Christmas is 
about the people we share it with, and how her faith remains the common thread 
between Christmases past, present, and future. A new holiday musical with special 
guests Jimmy Fallon, Willie Nelson, Billy Ray Cyrus, Jimmie Allen, Zach Williams, Miley 
Cyrus and many more. Warner

Now Available on DVD & Blu-Ray

Say Goodbye To Extra Cable Fees

Best Live TV Streaming in US

Endless Entertainment with
50,000+ Movies & TV Series

Fantastic Service for Sports Fans

Game-changing tv experience: Just purchase the
vSeeBox and enjoy all the contents. No subscription
required. No hidden fees or installation appointments
or equipment rentals.

Get unlimited access to 1,000+ National, Local, News
and Top-rated US channels, Canadian Latino Channels.

Get unlimited access to full seasons of tv series,
current episodes, hit movies, kids shows, and more.

Thousands of events from NFL, MLB, NBA, NFL,
together with regional sports channels, even with
pay-per-view UFC, racing events & more All included.

For more info call
414-217-3363

Time is like a river. You cannot touch the same 
water twice, because the flow that has passed 
will never pass again. Enjoy every moment of 

your life.


